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ABSTRA.CT 

The wav~numbers for the libt~tiona l and the high frequency modes in the 

"d isordered" NH Cl and l\TH Br '-lere obtained from polarized Raman spectra \"ith 
. . 4 · 4 

valu~s for unresolved p~aks obtained by fitting the Raman intensity to dimped 

unc,?ypled oscillators . . The high fre'luency and the librational modes '-lere 
". 

studied isothermally ( 296 K) .as a 1unction of volume or of nitrogen-halogen 

distance over a decrease ' in distance 'of .4.4% in NH4 Cl and 5 . .0% in NH
4

Br . . The 

libtational . freq~ency increa~e~ w~thdecrease in volume in both halides with 

. .' " 
. anharmonicity bei.ng given by _ the Gr uneisen constants (y 6): 1.3.0 ("disordered" 

NH4Cl V); .0.29 .(ordered NH4Ci IV); .0.72 ("disordered ". NH
4

Br II) and 0.4·6 (NH
4

Br V) ', 
. . . . . . . 

The volume dependence of the librational motion do not show the behavior expected 

: ~or a . motion ina simple potential. 
. -I- ' 

The internal modes of the NH4 ion are 

insensitive to phase transition in both halides but depend to a small degree on 

internuclear distance; for example , the GTUneisc~ constants for NH
4

Br are: 

.... --- . 
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The s e inte r ~s ting r e sults on the intein~ l mode s provide dir~ct evidence that 

anharmonic effects ~.Jhich can be attributed ' to strong pr'oton-halogen ,coupling 

or hydrogen bonding effe,cts are present in NH4 Cl and NH
4

Br. 
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I . nrrRODUCTION 

Several recent studies indicate the importance of proton-halogen coupling 

1 fhNH+" in de~ermining th~ librational and reorientationa energy 0 t e 4 10n 1n 

~~4Cl and NH
4
Br. 1- 6 The coupling is expected to depend strongly on interionic 

distance. This dependence introduces a volum~ dependent cinharmoniciti of the 

librational and the i'nternal mode frequencies of the NH: ion. The purposes . 
of the present' 'paper a~e to describe the depeJ_~dence of the librational and 

the internal mode frequenci.es on volume and on the nitrogen-halogen distance 

in NH
4

Cl and NH
4

Br and to shmv that thes~ modes are wiry anharmonic, consistent 

with strong proton-halogen interactions. To accomplish these purposes, 

. accurate polarization spectra were obtained and precise mode freq~cncies were 

. determined by fittir~g the Raman spectra with intensity calculations for uncoupled 

. 
damped oscillators whenever the peaks could not be resolved experimentally. 

7-8 
For the chloride, the study covers - the "disordered" phase V (1 l?ar and 300 K) , 

. the 'ordered phase IV, and the changes that occur at the phase transition at 296 K 

9 between 9 and 10 kbar pressure. For NH
4

Br, the internal modes are followed 

-· 1.n the "disordered" phase II, through the phas.e transition at 19 ± 2 kbar and 
.' / 

r- 296 K, and into the hi·gh pressure phase V. 7 The relative position of the 

phases (NH4 Cl V, NH4 Cl IV, NH4Br II and NH4~"r V) studied in the present report 

are shmm schem~tically in Fig. 1. 

The literature on proton-halogen coupling suggests that some hydrogen 

. bonding has a hvays been expected in crys tal line NH4 Cl and NH
4

Br. Hmvever, 

experimental evidence ·has !lever been especially definitive. 11-17 The CsCl-like 

structure of NH4 Cl and NH4Br, with the NH: ion located in the body-centered 

position and the N-II bond pointing towards the halide ion, is considered to 

be ideal for hydrogen bonding and highly suggests its pres~nce. The observed 
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nitro$cn-ha logcn or bctter still hydrogen-halogen distances are considerably 

11,14,18 . 
shorter than the sum of van der Haals radii. The exper~mental hydrogen-

00 , 

halogen distances are 2.32 A and 2.49 A (1 bar, 30'0 K) Hhile the van der Haals 

o 0 

radii sum to 3.0 A and 3.2 A for NH4 Cl and 'NH4Br, respectively. Cohesive 

energy calculations also sugges t ' the existence , of hydrogen bonding and place 

the effect to be approximate ly 3% of the total lattice energy or 4.4 and 4.0 

kcal mole- l in the chloride and bromide respectively. 19 Deuteration often 

r 
provides informat ion about hydrogen bonding. In the presence of bonding, the 

smaller zer o point energy of deuterium should l~ssen the amplitude of the 

20 
hydrogen vibia tion, the repulsive potential, and the bond energy. The ' lattice 

constant of ND
4

Cl at room temperature and the volume cha nge associated with the 

lambda phase transition are smaller than for NH
4

'CI, consistent Hith Heak'er 

. 21-23 
hydrogen bond~ng . ' On the other hand at room temperature, the NH

4
Br lattice 

d . . b t· . 21 d b d· . 1 expan s upon ~sotop~c su s ~tut~on\ Hy rogen on ~ng ~s a so expected to 

increase the intensity, to broaden the peak and to decrease the frequency of 

24 
the bydrogen stretching mode, Hhile the energies of the hydrogen deformation 

and th e. ' libra tional mode of the NH~ 1;)11 should increase. Effects chAracteristic 
, >~ / 

' -, of hydrogen bonding were observed in a prelimina ry high pressure Raman study 

On the other h~nd, hydrogen bonding is not supported by the near 
" 

infrared studies , (3000-7000 cm- l ) on NH
4

Cl, ,where it is reported that the N-H , 

. 
bond strength increases (1.1% at 20 kbar) rather than weakening 'as the hydrogen-

halo~en distance decre~ser26-27 

+ An NH4 ion has Td symmetry both in the isolated state and in the ordered 

,phase IV. Four fundamental .modes are alloHed under the Td point group with the 

follmving irreducible representations: 1 Al + 1 E + 2 ,F
2

. z,'1(A
1

) and V
3

(F
2

) 

are the symmetric and the asyrrnnetric hydrogen stretching modes, \vhile V
2 

(E) 

• 
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and ·Vt• (F2
) . refer t ·o the t\Vo bending modes. Libr<:ltion is another motion that 

the NIl~ ion· ui1.dergoes and is characterized by ~l 'symmetry in the ord·ered .phase 

. + 
of NH

4
CI IV and NH4Br IV. ·. The vibrational frequencies of the NH4 ion would 

be independent of both temperature anq volume if the motion~were ~ompletely 

~armonic and the potent iiI contained only t~rms . quad!aticin displace~ent of 

28 
atoms. Hm>1eVel;,. one ·expec ts both the temperature · and volume dependent · 

anharmonicity to be quite large and · important in the chloride and . the bromide 

due· ·to "d:Lsorder ll and proton-halogen interat:tions. Volume dependent 

. \ 

. anharmonicity can bE! discussed in terms of microscopic or mode GrUneisen constant, 

Y~, whi~h is defined as: . 

or 

= 

dIn Vi ) 

dlnV T 

1. 

f3V. 
. ~ 

dV. 
~ 

dP 

where V., V and f3are frequency, volume and compressibility respectively. 
~ 

(1) 

Usually at ambient temperature Y. is inde.pendent of temperature, although it 
. .. ~ 

is stronglY temperature dependent near a phas~ transition and at a fe\V tenth of 
/ 

/ 

the Debye temperature. · 
,. 

j 

Anharmonicity in th~ int:ernai modes rising from proton-halogen inter-

a~t.ion . in a crystal should be evalu~ted in terms of· the free-i~~ frequ~ncies, 

intensities and · peak \Vidths. l~ the absence of free~io~ iniormation the . . . ) 

strength of hydrogen bonding is often · d~duced ·fr .om a comparison of differ~nt 

. ammonium salts. The correlation i .snot very clear; difficul tic'·s ·ar isedue to 

:changes Df ·both the distance and ionicity of the surrounding· anions .15 Invest.igation 

of the librational and l·nt.ernal nlode frequenc~es f 
L as a unction . of proton-halogen 

or nitrogen halogen distance in the same compound is perhaps a more direct 

\ apprDach to. the study, of hydrDgen bDnding effects in these ammDnium salts. 

7 --- "" 
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, EXPERH1ENTAL , 

, ,RamaIl data "Jere taken \yith 90 0 ' geometry using an argon i01i laser (1.5 1-1) 

o 
operating at 4~80 and 5145 A in conjunction with a Spex double monochromator 

and photon-counting system. , All data recorded at atmospheric ~ressure were 

obtained from po1arizatiori spectra. Ba~ds which could not be resolved 

experimenta1iy' were computed by fitting the Raman intensity to lineshapes 

calculated for uncoupled damped oscillators. Attempts were also made to fit .. ' . 
the Raman intensity in certain cases to 1ineshapes for coupled oscillators; 

however, this did not improve tile fit in the high frequency region of the 

internal modes. Polarization studies were not carried out in the high 

pressure cell due to the depolarization effect of the optical y.,lindmvs. 

Only NH
4

Cl crystals grown by a vapor deposition process were enployed in the 

polarization studies '; however, both vapor and solution grmvn samples were 

employed in the high pressure investigation. Most NH
4

C1 crystals gr~wn from 

the vapor ph~se were clearer than thos e grown from the solution, and the 

yapor-grown crystals ,gave sharper Raman peaks. No peaks were observed for 

tl . / , t 1 . bl t ' th HC1 or NH3.29-30 All NIJ B , 1es7 vapor-grown crys a ,s ass~gna e 0 e~ er , 14 r 

, c;rysta1s 'vere g1'o'vn from solution ,with the aid , of urea as a habit modifier. 
! 

, ~-Each crystal of b~th halides was ' carefuily ' e~amin~d with a microscope for 

" " ,grmolth ' defects , and ' occlusions,' , and 'defective crystals were discarded.. No 
. ." .' 

water peaks were observed in the Raman spectra of solution-grown NH
4

Br samples; 

however, a\oleak peak at 1013 cm-' l~ possibly arisi~g from urea, ,vas 

, . ' . 11 b d 31 h 1 f occas~ona y 0 serve. T ese 's~mp es o · NH
4

Br were discarded. The high 

pressure spectra of solution-gro\m NH
4

Br crystals were ,also compared with 

. thos,k of dry, compressed NH4Br pellets. The same general features 'vere 

observed with regard to the position of the phase ' tr~nsition and Raman peaks 

" 

-.
~ .. 
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in both types of NHLfBr sampl~s. Thus impurities and. crystal defect are not 

a problem in the present investigation. 

The high pressure cell used in this Hork is a modified vetsion of the 

. 32 
9ptical cell oiig~nally designed by Drickamcr. The cell was calibrated 

at room temperature Hith Hel.1 established phase trallsitions and the· iinear 

yariation of' C-N stretch frequency. The cell ' is most reliabl~ at 5 "to' 30 · 

kb~~. region Hi th the pressure accuracy being approximately + 2 kbar •. Each . 
· f 

rectangular sample ·(2x2x3 lmn) of ammonium halide ,,,as placed in the 'high 

pressure cell with the [100} direction perpendicular to the inci~ent light. 

Wa~cnumber measurements were always ini~iated at . lo~ pressures and gradually 

the ' pr~ssure Has increased to 40 kbar over a period of several days. 

The system was alloHed to equilibrate at each p!essure for a half to several 

hours. The equilibration time appeared to have no marked effect on the 

wavenumbers, . but pea k intensities "appear to increase 'vith time at pressures 

lo~ver than 10 kbar. Usually the solid-solid transition line was ' approached 

from . lo,,,er pressure. Hmvever., the data were checked on recrossing ·the boundary 

from high pressures. 
" 

RESULTS . ~ . 

Atmospheric Pressure Spectra. 

-1 The 'high wavenumber polarization spectra (1000-3400 cm ) of NH
4

Cl and 

NH4Br were carefully studied at atn:osph.eric pres,sure and 296 K to determine 

accurate values of the \.Javenumbers; . The upper two spectra in Fig. 2 are 

typical polarization ~pectra fo~ "disordered" NH
4

Cl in t~o scattering geometry,. 

'''hile the corresponding spectra 'of "disordered" NH
4

Br are given in the lower . 

two traces (Fig. 2). The Raman spectra of these two halides are quite similar 
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in · this region ·. Also, the spillover (indicated by an · asterisk) from modes inactive 

in the r;iven geometry is surprisingly ·small and is of similar magnitude for 

an ordered crystal. 
-1 .. 

The ,,,eak one-phonon libration (v
6

, 350 cm at 1 bar and 

296 K) is active in all scattering geometries in the "disordered" NH4Cl V and 

7,33-34 
is the exce~tion to the well behaved polarization results. The librational 

oscillation is not allm,,6d in either the syrrunetry assigned to the "disordered" 

1 35 
or to the ordered phase (Td ) . The polarization .of V6 and the 

. strong pressure dependence of this mode (Fii. 4) suggests that th~ mode is 

Raman active due to the f~ct that the NI':[~ ion ' is located in a very asymmetric 

potential well. The differente between the reported energy for the transition 

-1 
bet,,'een the first and the second excited state (307 cm at 1 bar and 300 K) 

--I 
and that between the ground and fir~t excited state (350 cm ) als~ supports 

. 36 .. the asymmetry of the pot ent~al. This observation of the second librational level 

sugges ts that the observed two-ph?non librational mode (Fig. 4) is probably 

excited at a zone edge with the most likely position being M. This assignment 

of 2v6 is supported by the :=iplitting of this mode at low temperatures in the 
. . . 

. ordered phase. lO ,37-38 The one-phonon librational excitation has o?ly been 
.' / , 

observed in NH Br ·V at low temperatures. Raman tensors for the fundamental . 4 
;' + . 

modes of the NH4 ion (Table I) are consistent wUh tetrahedral syrrunetry; there 
. , 

also is no removal of degeneracy. These tensors do not .support the selection ~ule 

1 
expected for the space group, 0h' that has 'been ass;i..gn~d to the "disordered" halides'. 

The 'vavenumbers £.or . the fundamental modes (lJ
l 

to v
4
), combinations, and 

overtones were obtained from polarization studies and are listed in Table I and II. 

Values calculated by fitting. the Raman intensity to uncoupled damped oscillators 

are indicated. Surprisingly, the symmetric hydrogen stretch mode VI was at 

-1 
3055 + 8 cm in both halides. The difference between this value for VI 

and literature values appears to arise from the fact that polarization studies 

___ 0 

, ----
'" 

I ' 
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~.;rere not employe·d · to remove the nearly .. coinc~dent combination ( !J2 + V 4) which 
" . 

. . ' ·33 38-42 
places the "combined peak frequency (VI' V

2 
+ V

4
) at a lo\.;rer value. ' , 

-1 
The strongest peak with a . polarization in the · 3l00 cm region is assigned 

xy 

to the triply c1egener~te V3 in m\ Cl ~nd NH4Br. The values for V) were 

pbtaine d by fitting the Raman intensity to :uncoupled oscillatnrs .. The 

literature values of the wavenumber · indicate con~iderable icatter due to the 

, d f·· l' h h ·1 · . . . . 33,38-42 difficulty of separating this mo e -rom other peacswlt t e same po arlzatl0n. 

The wavemimb ers and assigllment of the remaining peaks are in agreement, with 

1 ··'t 't 33,38-42 . S l'l~ce the . of th ' uorlr l'S t·o t 1. -e ra ure.. prlma ry purpose ~ lS w -. repor-

accurate wavenumbe rs at atmospheric pressure and their dependence on inter-

atomic distance,further details on the polarizat·ion studies and assignment 

10 will be pr es~~ted elsewhere. 

Effects of Pressure and Phase Transition on the Spec tra of NH
4

CI and NH4Br. 

The high wavenumber Raman peaks were studied to 40 kbar at 296 K. This 

compression decreases the' lattice constant by 4.4% and 5.0% in NH
4

CI and 
: I 

NH4Br ,/: .respectively. The· variation of the wavenumbers of the fundamental modes 
/ ; -. 

. _with pressure are shmm in Fig. 3 and 4.T?e wavenumber-pressure plots for the 

,;,/' 

"' , 

internal modes depart only .slightly .fromlinearity with the ex~eption of V3 ' in 
. ," . 

l-.lJ\Cl. . The reason ·behind .~he ~esponse o'f V3 is not completelY ' ~nderstood; 

however , it is ' felt that mu~h ,of the no~linea~ityat high pressures aris~s frbm 

difficulties .inresolving !J
3 
fro~other peaks., As already mentioned, the 

. ' " 

: ;:ltmospheric pressure frequency of V3 'was 'calculated by fitting the Raman 

intenSity of the polarization spectra. H6wever, no such calculations were 

attempte d on the high pressure data owing to the 60mplexity of ' the unpolari zed 
, 

spectra. The wavenumber-pressure plot of the librational phonon in NH
4

Cl (Fig. 4) 

shm-ls a lar ge curvature \·'1' th tl1e tT·'O h h' d' ff . v n p ases aV1.ng 1. --erent pressure dependence. 

I 

"' 
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The one-phonon values are indicated as open circles (0) while t~e values 

obtained from two-phonon peaks are indicated as closed circles (0), Within 

expe;:imcntal uncertainty, the two values are identical in the "disordered" 

phase « 10 kbar at 296 K), 

The sYllUlletric hydrogen. stretching mode, V
l

' could not be resolved from the 

nearly coincident V2+V
4 

by polari"zation studies at high pressures due to the 

de:P?larizing effect of· the high pressure ,,,indovs. In NH
4
Br, V

l
' was resolved 

·frolll the combination band only above the II-V transition at 19 kbar which led 

to considerable decrease in the peak ~iidths. 
-1 

The values of V
l 

are 3055 cm 

. -1 · -1 
(1 bar), 3050 cm (27 kbar) , and 3048 cm (32 kbar) at 296 K in NH

4
Br. Un-

foitunately, it was not possible to obtain valuei for 1 in NH
4

Cl at other than 

at I bar. 

The iriitial slope of the ~.;ravenumber-pressure plots (Fig. 3) or the isothermal 

pressure deri~atives (dV/dP)T of 'the internal modes in "disordered" i\TH
4
Cl V 

and NH4Br II are given in Table II. The .majority of the pressure derivatives 

in Table II sho,,, approximately 10% to 15% scatter; however, several shifts 
./ 

/ 

hav_~ larger error. The pressure derivatives for the internal modes of the 

-- + 
~4 ion are quite small; for exampie, the values of (dv/dP)T in NH

4
Br are: 

" -1 -1 
negative (VI)' + 0~25(V2)' -0.37 (V3), -0.27 (V4 (TO» and -0.62 cm kbar 

. , 
(V4(~0». The derivatives for th~ librational motio~ are +2.21 + 0.15 (phase V) 

and +0.31 + 0.·02 cm- l kbar -1 (phase IV) in NH
4

Cl, with the vaLues being obtained 

fro~ the one-phonon (V6) and two-phonon (2 v
6

) processes respectively. In 

NH4Br, the values of (dv6 /dP).T are +1.14 ± 0.08 (phase II) and -1-0.46 ± 0.02 

-1 -1 
.em kbar (phas~ V) with' both values being obtained from two-phonon 

excitation spectra. 

-'-
I 

" 
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Sev2ral interesting aspects of the bchayior of Uie fundamentals are 

no~ed in Fig; 5 and 6. lri Fig. 5 thewa~enurnb~rs for ~he internal modes 'of both. halides 

. . 43 
are plotted against nitrogen-halogen distanc'e (c1

N
-

X
) ,\vhile the \\Tavenumbers 

for the librational ~hon~n, V
6

, arcshown ,as a function of l~ttice constant 

'{a ) in Fig. 6. The waveriumber~distance r~lat{onships for the internal modes o . 

are almost· lineflr ",ith no ·. evidence of· discontinuity at the phase tra,nsiti'on 

io. ~H4B.r (II-V; 19 kbar)' a nd NH
4

Cl (V-IV, 9 . kbar). · Fig. 5 shovJS that the 

. . · f . ' 

co~responding modes i~ the chloride and bromide ~ave similar wavenumbet shifts 

(dV/dN_X)T with the exception of V
3

. Th~ response'of the librational phonon 

in the 'chloride and the bromide to change in inter ionic dista nce (Fig. ,6) are 

quite d{ffe rent from those of the interria l modes with the largest and the 

sll)allest \vfwenumber shift being observe d in "disordered" phase V and ordered 

phase IV of NI\Cl, respectively. Fig. 6 also shmvs that the librational phonon 

in l\1H4Br is not so sensitive to theiattice ' constant as V6 in NH
4
Cl. There is 

a substantial wave number gap between mod e s of ' NH
4

Br and NH
4

Cl at the same 

latfice constant; the values for the chloride are larger. For example, when 

. . 
. the )"avenuinbers of the ' fundamentals of NH

4
Br are compared to those of NH4 Cl 

o • 
- at the same lattice c6nstant ' (a of 3.873 or N-X of 3.35 A at 1 bar and 296 K), th~ 

. . 0 " 

differences (6v) are: . . , 
. -1. 

"'. 7 (VJ,.); 15 :(v2); 30 . (v3 ).; 12 (V 4 (TO»; 23 (~4 (1.0» and 15 cm (v6 ) . -" [ 

.. 
Havenumbers . and isothermal' pressure derivatives. for overtones and 

combination bands in NH
4
Cl and NH

4
Br cire lis ted .in Table II. No attempt was 

.. 
. made a t high pressures to fo1lO\¥ .,¥eak peaks, shoulders and those peaks requiring 

: polarization studies for · resolutio'1. In the 1 .bar to 40 kbar pressure ' range, 

the overtone and combination bands ' show much larger changes 'vith pressure -than 

those of the fundamental internal modes of the NH~ .ion and range from -2.7 to 

.1-1.5 cm- l khar -1 1.' n NII
4

CI. Th 1 . , e pressure (cr1.vatives with values greater than 

-."'" 

. i 
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-1 -I -
I cm kbar usually be long to internal-lattice combination bands. These 

combination peaks shmv significant curvature in I) vs P plots (Fig. 7), and 

phase changes are reflected in the different values of pressure derivatives. 

This difference in response to pressure is a helpful aid for the vibrational 

assignment. lO The librational modes (V
6

) {s often evaluated from the ~ari6us 

combination bands, and these cofubination peaks are of special interest- (Fig. 7). 

-1 
For NH

4
Cl, three compina,tion peaks ,,,ith V6 occur at 1082 cm (V

4
- lJ6), 1765 

-1 -
(lJ/++ v

6
) and 2008 ~m (v

2
+ lJ6 ) at 1 bar and 296 K. The intensity of the 

weak V
4

- v6 band is very sensitive to temperi~ure ~nd is not ideil for 

obtaining a value for lJ
6

. 
--1 

The other two peaks (1765 and -2008 cm ) are 

stronger and easier to follow, with preference usually being given to the 

38 former one. In Raman studies, however, it is difficult to obtain a value 

cm 

_ for V6 from the combination peak (lJ
4
+ 1)6) due to the asymmetric nature of the 

band at ambieI).t t empe ratures. Th.e peak only splits at lm'Jer tempe-ra tures when 

the V4(LO) becomes stronger than the lJ
4

(TO) component. In both halides, the 

-1 

_ V
4

+ ' V
6 

p,eak is very likely to be a t'vo-phonon, zone-edge excitation since the polar-

ization results indicate -only a ' activity, whereas both a and a activity would xy - - xx - xy 
/ / 

be expected for zone-center process. -1 -1 
Also the observed shift (+1.5 cm _ kbar ) 

for the combination band (V
4
+V

6
) 'is not that expected for the zone-center 

excitation. 

Differences in the pressure dependence of a given ~honon branch at various 

position in the Brillouin zone are well documented and this effect is apparent 

in the behavior of the different combinati~n bands. 46,47 Similar -difficulties 

ar:e met in the other two combination bands of v
6

. The approximate value for 

lJ6 _obtained from the combination bands are somewhat a d~a'vback; nonetheless, 

these bands are an important source 6f information about lJ
6 

in many ammonium salts . 

• 
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In NH
4

G.l, the libl:.:ltion.:il dispcrsion eUl:ve is ·knO\..rn to be flat in both the 

ordered and "disonlerecl" phase. 37,48 . Thcse·. c6mbin3 tion peaks in this 'e~se 

'provide information ·about thc ' dispersion of the internal modes of the NH: i·on. 

For example in NH
4

Cl, it , ea~ be seen that V
2 

and V
4 

have some di~persion when 

-1 
one subtracts the value qf v6 (350 ern at latm and 296 K) from the combination 

band wavcnumbers in T~ble II. 

' Another set of in~erestirig ~wo-phonon' peaks characterized by the a (=a =a ) ' . xy xz yx . 

polarization are ccntered al:ound the asymmetric hydrogen stretching mode, V
3

. 

there are .four and fiv~ peaks of a polarization in this region of the spectrum 
xy 

in NH
4
Brand NH

4
Cl rcspectively. l-iere the interest is in IJ), 1,.'4+ IJ~ and 21J

4 

which are believed to form a strongly-resonating Fermi triplet:
41 

The peaks 

around V3 in NH
4

Cl and l'H\Br are, seen in Fig, 2 .for the Z(XY)Y scattering 

geometry. The same peaks in NH4 CI are"shOlvu in Fig. 8 for unpolarized light in 

the high pressure cell at 5.9 and 22.7 kbar. The peaks are considerably sharper 

in the ordered phase at 22.7 kbar than in thc "disorde:ced" NH4 Cl at 5 . .9 kbar .. 
,. \ 

Ho\vcver" there is no' appreciable change in the relative intensity, nor does the 

iintensity . of V3 change significantly with respect to the combination peak 

/ / / -1 
._. (VI; V4~ V 2 ) at 3050 cm No large relative intensity shift - that might arise 

-1 ' 
from Fermi resonarice was obser~ed in the 3100 cm region of the spectra at 296 ' K 

'. 

in the entire pressure range in either halide. Small intensity changes, hm..rever, 

. 
~ould not be ev~luated due to the y~riation in tr~nsparency of hig~ ~ressur~ 

windows with pressure. In fitting the intensity to uncoupled damped oscillators 

in ~4Br .for exampie, no unusual in·ten·sity· behavior ' \vaS noticed between any t\vO 

of the three neighbo.-:.ing peaks around V3 \vhi~h could be attributed. to strong coupling. 

In the high ,vavenumber region of the spectra, 'one observes only a few changes 

. accompanying the phase transition in NH
4

Cl (V-IV) and NH
4

Br (II-:V). The wavenumbers 

• ---
--_. 

I .. 
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of the int~rnal modes are insensitive to these phase trans{tions, although 

lattice-iPteinal combination, bands have ' different isothermal ?res~ure 

derivatives with the value for the higher pressure phase being ' smaller. 

Noticeable sharpening of , the high \\lavenumber peaks occurs in NH4 Clat the 

"disorder-oreler" transition; while the changes at Uie II-V transition in 

NH
4

Br are 'basic.a.lly limit~d to the la't;:tice modes and to small decreases in 

al.1. peak \<lidths. The hi'gh pressure transition in N1I
4

Br (V-IV) ,jas not observed; 
, ' f 

althougb it isexpecteq at a'pproximately 30 kbar at room temperatures. This 

is probably due to' the gradual nature ~f the spectral changes that accompany 

the transition and also due to experimental difficulties at these pressures. 

The spectra were ~ot often observed beyo~d 30 kbar sinc~ the cell woulel 

requir2 rebuilding as the metal in the high pressure cavity begins to show 

relaxation. Transmission of the optical windovls , also begi~s to deteriorate 

around 30 kbar. To avoid these.c~perimental difficulties, the , V-IV phase 

7 trans ition iil NHL Br was observed at lm\ler temperatures and pressures. 
, f 

,The'V-IV bromide transition is accompanied by changes similar to "disorder-

ord~rl! t~ansition in. Nil:
4

CI, and one observes the sharpening of the Ramau peaks 
", 

and several changes in the' region of the hydrogen bendirig mode, v
4

• 7 At I bar 

and '296 K, V 4 is decompo'sed into' a ~eak 'v 4 (LO) ,component obse~ved " in back 

reflection studies (Z(XY)Z) and into a much st'ronger V
4

(TO) component. Hmvever, 
" 

11 4 (La) becomes s tr onge'r than V 4 (TO) component in the' ordered phase IV. 'This 

change in intel1sity of lJ
4 

is sho,m in Fig. 9 , for both , isobaric transition at 

I bar and for the isothermat' transition (296 K) in the chloride. The \\leak 

I 

: anomalous sa te 11 He, V 4) on th~. h igh wa~eilumber: 's ide o~ V 4 is ' the only 

internal mode which becomes Raman ,inactive at the V-IV transition in NH
4

Cl 

and NH4Br. This mode (v 4 I) has been associated w,ith the lambda transition in 

• 
-,-' 

~ 
I 
'I 
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: : 38 41 L~9 
NH

4
Cl ~nd thus is '6£ 1nterest. ) , . O~fortunate ly) it is difficult to 

observe 1)4 1 'in Ramo.n scattering. In NH4Cl, 1)4(LO) and , lJ4
1 peaks could not 

be resolved ex~erimentallx, 'arid the ir 'positions ~ere determined through 

intens ity a nalysis of the polarization spectra. In NH4Br, 1)~1 is separated 

.from V lj(LO); hm17ever , 'it is much \veaker and , broader than in the . chlor,ide 

and difficult to place accurately. At 1 bar and ' 296 ,K, V
4 

1 i~ located at' 

-1 
1447 ::t .8 em i"n ~'1l4C1. It is easier ' to observe v

4
1 in the high pressure 

, ' , ' . 'l ' 
phase of NH4Br V, a lthough it moves towards lower \Vavenumber \17i th increasing ' 

·pressure and becomes a shoulder on ' V
4

(LO), Typica l , va lues of V
4

' in NH
4

Br are 

1445 + 20 (1 bar), 1430 (26 kbar) and 1425 (30 kbar; . 296 K). 

The pr esent atmospheric pressure data on 1)4 (LO) , V
4

(TO) and on v
4

1 are 

50-':: ' 
quit~ different from those recently published by Wang an~ Wright', _L In 

NH
4

Cl, the most li,kely cause for the absence of v
4

1 in the published l'70rk 
, 

appears to b.e that no attempt was" made tosepara te V
4 

(LO) and V
4

' peaks from 

the broad shoulder . The use ofa 10\ver intensity laser, (140 mH as compared to 

1.5 W in the pres ent work) might explain ~he absence of details in Wang and 

'''right' s, Hark on NH4Br. .~lJ4Iwhich is characterized by (Xxy polar ization does 

. no"t appear to arise from splittirig '-of the degenerate V 4 (T)since the latter 

is present with, polarization expected ,for F 2 ' s~etry. , v
4

1 is thu,s assigned 
, , , 

as ~'zone edg~ excitation of ~4 , in a manner si~iiar ,to several 'of the l~ttice 

phonons with the: ~oin~ X in the ~Bri~louiri zone of the cubic lattice being 

a very likely po~~tion.7,34)52-53 

T~~ ~esults presented in th~ work represent observations of more than 

~me thousand Raman bands · of many different samp\es and in different high pressure 

cells. There are. no conflicts in the d{rection of the \vavenumber shifts with 

25 pressure from those reported in the preliminary work on NH4 Cl; hO\vever, there 
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are'differences iil th.e magnitude of the isothermal pressure derivatives. The 

differences' lie .mainly in the refjnement ' of the data and in the use of a' 
. , 

. '. 32 ' 
slightly different pr'essure scale. 

, , Hhen one compares the published high pressure infrared and the present 

Raman work , difficult~es in exp~rime~tatiort and interpretation can be noticed 

-1 . 26 ," 
in the ncar .inftared (300~-7000 em ) . studies. . The selection rule i~ not 

favorable in the infrarc'd for only t,~o modes are active whereas 'all four 

',' '. '. ' +. , . ' r 
internal modes of t~le NH4 ion are Raman active. Pellets formed from powder-e'd 

11H
4

Cl and alkali halides allOH ·onfy a sirigle fundamental frequen~y (1/3) to be 

.' . -1 -1 
observed in the infrared. A positive pressure derivative (+ 0.07 cmkbar ) 

is reported for V · in contrast to the negative value obtained in the Raman 
3 

wO.rk' (Table II). The smallness of the wavenumber for V3 in the reported 

inf.rared spectrum at 1 bar seems to indicate that the unequal ' intensity 

contribution from other peaks on eith'er side ,,,ere not taken .into account in 

\ 

determining the position of V
3

. The surrounding peaks differ in the relative 

shifts with pressure and , thus again change the intensity contribution and 

lead tO J nerror even ,in the value for the reiative shift of V3 with pressure. 
/ 

- Pr~ssure dependences for the remaining internal modes in the infrared study 

,,,ere estimated from shifts of ' combination bands excited at different positions 

in the Bri1lciuin . zone . . Th'e difficulties of obtaining ' accurate' ,,,avenumbers for' 

the fundamental~ from many-phohon p~ocesses in the abserice ' of dispersion ' 

relations for the internal modes has al:ready been mentioned. 

• DISCUSSION 

These studies shm" that the librational and internal modes of NH
4

Cl and 

mI4Br are less sensitive to volume or nitrogen-halogen distance than ,are most 

, ----,,---

, I 
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lattice phonons, for \\lhich y' s range ' from 2 ' to 3. The volume dependences of 

the ' liIJratiorlal mode is represented ' by the follO\vip,g values of the ,microscopic 

Grtineisen constant, Y 6: 1. 30 ± 0.17 (NH
4 

Cl V); 0.29 ± 0.06 (NH4 Cl IV); 

0.72 ± 0.09 (NH
4

Br II); and 0.46 ± 0.08 (NH~Br ~). The y. 's for the 
, ~ 

internal modes are listed in Table I. They are even smaller than the ' Y6's 

and are independent of the phase; in l\'H.
4

Br', for example, y 1 is neg':l tive, and the' 

ot,h~rs , 'are: ' Y2' +0, '022; Y
3

, ' -0.036; and Y
4

' -0.044(TO) , -0.065 (LO). 
. " , 

Appro~ima tely the same 'va lues Here obtained for -the Y its of NH4 Cl; ' thus, the 

behavior of the internal m~des is ~ery similar in both halides. Al~hough 

GrUneisen constants are a common measure of anharmonicity, for these haI'ides, 
, , 

the ratio of the \V<lvenumb er change to the change of the nitrogen-halogen 

distance may be a more meaningful quantity for the internal modes;. values of 

these ratios (Ai = dIn Vi/din d
N

- X) ~lso are given in Table I. 

There is no detailed study of the potential or the force constants involved 

in the ammoq.ium halides with which these observations may be quantitaUyely 

,.interpreted. HO\vever, some qualitativ~ understanding of the frequency shifts ' 
/ 

/ , ' 

an~ /the Y
i 

s can be obtained from available analyses of parts of the problem 

artd general concepts of the eXJ:'ected change in 'the potential '-lith interatomic 
, r ., 

di'stance. It should 1?e remembered that force cons'tants depend on ' the second 

'.derivative,· while the Gruneisen con:stants d.epend on the third derivative, of ' 

the potential Hith interatomic distance,. Generally, the repulsive term makes 

the • dominant contribution ~o the force cOIistant and is even more important for 

the Y its. Thus, the \-lavenumbers of vibrational bands usually increase \-lith a 

decrease f I ' h' 1 d t 't' ' ,54 o vo ume, ,., lC 1 correspon s 0 POSl lve y. S. 
1 

The present results, especially the negative Gruneisen constant for the 

synmletric hydrogen stretching mode (VI) in NH
4
Br, cannot be explained in terms 

of the dominance of repulsive interaction. It is necessary to consider contri-

.~ . -
, _/-' 

' / 

- , 

I 
~ , 

t 
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butions from the , attractive hydrogcn"':halogen coupling (hydrogen bonding effects) 

\yhich would be -important due to the large ionic polarizability of the halide 

ions. 55 Attractive forces also may arise f~om the van der Waals int~raction 

bet,yeen the NR: and the halide ion: :from dynamic polarization effects introduced 

during vibr~~ion, 56 ' -and _as a result of the dipole induced on the halide ion by 

- + - - 17 -
the -hydrogens \"hen the NH4 ioris are -antiparallel. - - Th~ last attrq.ctive potential 

is believed tOo be quit~ important in "disordered" l'TII
4
Cl V and NH4Br II. 

35 

- -r - - + 
-The -potential for the -1ibrational motion of the 1114 ion is usually d-eveloped 

- - - - 17 
in terms of the spherical harmonics. - In the disordered phase, the leading 

nonspherical term is- the fourth-order - term; and an approximate solution >"hich 

relates the barrier height (V ) to the first-order 1ibrational frequency is 
o 

, , - 57 
glven ,by: 

Here, - I is the moment of inertia, ahd V6 is the librational frequency. In 

this approximation, the barrier height should v:ary inversely as the fifth power 

, 
of the lattice constant, a -; A potential for octapole-octapole :Lnteraction . 
1- _ _ - 0 

~ . -

which varies inversely as the seventh pmyer of lattice constant is usually 
/ ----

added to the - above exp~ession ~ _tor the potenti~l when ali :the NH: ions are 

-- p~rallel to each other _ in the -ordered phase. \-lhen the barrier height (V) 
- _ , - _ - 0 

-- for "disordere.d" -NH
4
Cl V is ~~aluated from the one-phonon librational frequency 

(Fig. 4) on the- assumption of a cubic potential (Eq. - 2) and a constant moment 

- of inertia, Vo -is observed to be _propbrtional ,to a -6.7 rather than the. 
-0 

-5 
expected a

o 
The 'barrier height for ordered NELICl IV shows a ,yeaker 

- - _ . ' . . - " - -2.5 
dep~nderice on .the lattlce constant wlthV now proportl0nal to a Although 

_ -. 0 - . 0 

the calculations for phase IV is based on librational frequency obtained from 

two-phonon excitation, it is felt that this is not the cause for the weak 

dependence on ~attice constant in the ordered phase. The pressure dependence 

I-
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of the zone-edge' and zone-center phonoilS shouJ.d be similar in the ordered phase 

since this \vas , the case even in the :ld{sordered" phase , and also since the flat 

librational dispersion observed in neutr0t:l , scattering experiments ,indicates 

, + 37 
little intera,ction bet'veen NH4 ions., This ' simple analysis on the librational 

frequency of N1l4 Cl p'oints to the illappropriateness , of the eiectrostatic potential 

and , of the barTier-height calculatic)l1 based upon the cubic .field approximation. ' 

The analysis also indi.cates the necessity of a repulsive potential, strongly 

dependent ' on interiorj.ic distance, In the "disorde.red" phase ",hich' becomes 

less ' important in 'the ordered pha se, In the bromide, analysis of the t,.;ro-

, -4.2 -2.4 
phonon librational frequency ' shm\ls that V is prop~::>rtional to a and a 

o 0 0 

in NH
4

Br II and NH
4

Br V, respectively. 

A number of detailed potentials have been considered for the lattice modes 

of the ammonium halides. However, anharmonicit;T, especially of the librational 

58-63 
mode, is not usually treated. " 'Garland and Heiner's work is an exception. 

They have attempted to incorporate hydrogen bonding in NH
4

CI and NH
4

Br by 

employing a semi-empirical ' potential similar to the potential proposed by 
" , 6 17 

Nagamiya. , ' The absence ' of information about the volume anharmonicity for 
/ / 

'the one-phonon ,librational :node i~ NH4 Cl and NH~.Br made evaluation of constants 

r- depending on distance difficult. , .. 

lVhen the high pressure, Raman data for the ' librational and the internal, . 

modes are compared '<lith data' for ?ther, ammonium sa~ts, ' a better perspective 

is obtained on' the magnitude of anharmonicity of the internal modes, , on the 

, large' contribution of proton-haloge'n "int'eracti'ons ' to the 1ibrational frequency, 

' and on the barrier height pre'venting fre'~ rot<;ltion of the NH+ ion. Literature 
" ', 4 ' 

value~ for the intirnal modes (V
l

- ~4) " librational frequencies (V
6
), barrier 

heights (V ) obtained from NHR studies, and internuclear distances for a series o 

of anunonium compountls are listed in Table III. Examples were taken to cover 

the case \,'herc th~ libra tiona 1 motion of the NH: ion is highly hindered a's in 

'" 
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, ' -1 
,NH

4
F (V

6
, 560 cm, ) and also cases ",here th'e.'motion approximates free rotation 

66,82,100-101 ' + 
as in '!\11\PF

6 
' and NI~4Cl04" InNH4PF6 and NH4 C104 , t:he NH4 ' ion 

moves in a uniform force field c,reated by symmetrically placed ardons of lm-1 

chatge so that the 'cation behaves like a particle trapped iri an almost spherical 

', -1 -1 
The libra tional modons in NH4 Cl (350 cm , ) and NH

4
Br (310 cm ) lie cell. 

bet,Jeen the t\vO extremes. Tabie ' III a~so indicates some correlation bet\veen 

the in,ternal mode frequencies and the librational frequency or the barrier 

' height. l'he internal frequencies in NH
4

Cl and NH
4

Br are intermediate in value 

between those for compounds at the two extremes of rotational motion. When 

the internal modes of NH
4

Cl are compared to those of an almost free rotator 

as in mI
4

PF 6' o,ne observes that V'l (symme tric h~drogen stretch~', V3 (asymmetric 

hydrogen stretch) and V
4 

(asymmetric hydrogen bend) ,are lower in NH
4

Cl than 

. -1 -] -1 
in NH

4
PF

6
, the differences are 200 cm , 185 cm . , and 30 cm 

-1 
and 30 cm 

' respectively. The sYlnmetric hydrpge n bending mode, V
2

, is expected to have 

much lc:wer value in'NH
4

PF 6 than in NH
4

Cl, although no ~"alue is reported. The 

trend in , the frequency of the 1m" intensity, asymmetric hydrogen bending mode is 

/ 
• not ~od clear in Table III; however, the negative A

4
(Y4) ob se!ved in NH

4
Cl and 

.. ' 

/ 

_, NH
4

Br suggest that v; frequency should be higher in ammonium salts with small 

NH4-an~on interactions. The frequency shifts in NH
4

Br are of similar value as 

The comparison ~~: the different salts certainly ShOH that , the 

.' , 

' internal modes in N1\ Cl and NH4B'r are substantia~ly different from those 

expected for a free ion ,,,ith VI' l!3 and lJ
4 

values :being 'smaller and V
2 

, ,larger. Among several criteriatha~ are employed to determine the 'presence 

of hydrogen bonding, determin~tion of , the v~lume anhar~onicity, Yi (or Ai)' 

of the inter~lal modes of the NH: ,ion should be one use~ul approach to 

evaluation of the effects caused by hydrogen bondin~. Such an evaluation 

is especially useful when free ion frequencies are not available . 

__ 00 

'I 

.l 
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+ Table I. ' The Fundamental Modes of the NH4 Ion in~~4Cl an~ NH4Br 
/ ' 

\ 
\ 

at . 296 K 
' I 

\ 

, 

I }lli
4

Cl NH
4

Br 

I 
... 

-1 
(1 atm) "Ii (b) Ai (e) 

-1 
, (1 atm) "Ii Ai Assignment (d) V cre. v ' em . ' 

3055 . + 8 .. 3055 + 8 . (negative) (negative) V 1 (AI) (Ctxx) 
. . ' 

1710 + 2 '+0.02'6+.004 +0.078 1690 + 2 ,+0.022+.003 +0.066 v
2

(E) (Ctxx) - , - -

3150 + '5 (a) . ' :"0.043+.006 -0.13 3135 + 3 "(a) -0.036+~O03 -0.11 v
3

(F
2

) (et ) 
- - - xy 

1404 + 3 (a) -0.047+.006 :-0.14 1402 + 3 (a) -0.044±.003 -0.13 V 4 (TO) I (017) - - -
, . , (F2 

1430 + 5 (a) ,-0. ,058±.008 -0.17 1426 + 5 (a) -0.065+.01 -0.20 , V 4 (LO) - -

i---

(a) Frequencies \-7hich were calculated from fitting the Raman intensity to uncoupled dampe.d oscillators. 

d In v..' "-
(b) "I i = .- d In if (mode .GrUnetsen constant) ..... 

d In vi ', ' 
(c) Ai = - ~ In d

N
-
X 

(where dN-X is ni trogen-halogen distance) 
'\ .... ' 

Cd) ' O'ij Raman tensor \. ' ! ' 



" , 
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Table II. Havenumbers and isothermal pressure derivatives (dV/dP)T of the high 

frequency'Raman peaks in ~~H4 Cl and NH4Br at 296 K 

. 

, 

/ --
-' , 

-

-
NH4 Cl NH Br 

4 

(dv/dP)T (dv/dP)t 
"'I cm- l kbar- l -1 -1 ' ' 

lJcm cm kbar Assignment 
, 

(1 atm) Phase V (1 atm) Phase ' II 
• 

1082 ~2.0 ll10 -1.5 v4 
- ' V . 6 

1335 :- 2.7 1354 -1.4 , lJ
4

(TO)-lJ7 , 
" 

1404(a ) -0,20 1402 ( a ) -0:27' V
4

(TO)(F2 ) , 

~ - -
--

1"430(a ) -0.52 

I 
1420(a ) -0 .62 V

4
(LO) (F

2
) 

J I 

1447(a ) [negat ive ] '( 14~5) [negative ] tJ4 

1710 +0,23 1690 +0.25 , lJ2 (E) 
I 

1765 +1.5 1725 +0.47 ' !J6 + V ' 
4 .-

2008 +1.2 I 1959 +0,56 iJ+ 
o 2 ' v6 

2823 +0.76 2807 . -0:25 2 V4 . 
, c o 

3048(a ) 3036(a ) [nezative ] V2 
+ v4 

3055 [negative ] 3055 [ne ga ti ve] VI (A 1) 
- -

(3100)( a ) 
/' " 
(3135)(a) . ' '3075 (a ) . " 

3150(a) -1.3 ,3135(a) -0.37 ' V3(~2) 
.' " 

" 

(3230)(a) 3199(a) VI + V
5

(TO) 
, . 

, . c 

-, , I 

(a) Frequencies Hhich "le re calculated from , fitting the Raman intensity 
to uncoupled damped .oscilla tors; 

() Valu~s i~ parentheses hav~ large unce~ t~inty: 

'-

--',.-
-' 

. 

'. 

. , , 
t 
I 
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Table III. v]avenumber for , the 1ibrational (\)6) 'and Internal modes (v
1

,-v
4

) 
, + 
of~ the NH4 Ion in Various 

I 

Ammonium Salts (300 K-, l_atm) 

" \ 
Barrier \ 

,Crystal Distance Height, Vo -1 
0 

~kcal mo1e- 12 V6 V1 V2 V3 v4(cm ) , Crystal , Symmetry ~A2 References 

FLUORIDE ,dN-F 

NH4F hex. , 2 . 7l ~10 555-568 2845 -'1750 3100 1408 15, 64-72 
6 4 

C6V or C6V 

(t--iH4) 2SiF 6 Cubic, 05 
h 3.00 ~2 168 3233 ' 1701 3314 1427 68, 73-76 

(NH4)2BeF4 Rhomb. , V
16 2.86- 1.5, 3247 168'6+ 3334 ' ' 1431 15, 77, 81 , h 

3.39 2.7, 4:3 

NH4,PF6 
Cubic, ' 05 

h 
0.2 ( 103K) 3252 3335 1433 15 ~ 68, 82 

CHLORIDE dN-C1 " 10, 18" , 38, ;;7 

NH4C1 Cub,ic, 01 
h 3.3.5 4.7 350 3055 ,, 1710 3150 1404(TO) 83-84 

(NH4)2SnC16 CubiC, OS , 
h 3.55 1.2 3162 ' 1670 3245 1407 76-77 , 85 

(NH
4

) 2'PtC16 ' 
Cubic, 05 

h 
3.48 3240, 68, 86 

.===- == -, ... u::c:: _ . dO: 

BRO}lIDE ' dN-Br 10, 18, 38, 57,83 --
t--iH4Br Cubic, 

1 ' 
3.52 3.3, 4.0 310 3055 1690 3135 1402(TO) 87 °h '\, 

\ " \ 
\ 

i 
~" ; 

...: - • 
\, , 



_ ......... - . --........ ------,,- . ------_ ... -
• -4;,.........a. ... ... . 

(continuation) 

Barrier 
Crystal Disbance Height 

i' 4 Crystal Symmetry (A) {kcal mole-I}" v ' VI V2 V3 References -6 

IODIDE dN-I 66, 71 

0
5 '3.62 

\ 
NH4I Cubic, 3075 1655 3130 1410 88-92 \ 

h 

OXIDE dN-O 68, 73, . 77, 79 

V
16 / 

, (NH4)2S04 Rhomb. , 2.93- 2.3, 3.9, 2.7 (305) 3160 1672 3210 1417 93-96 
h 3.54 doublet / ' 

N}14N03 Rhomb. , 
13 , 

2.05 2.4 3130 1656 3190, 1414, 77, 96-98 Vh ' 3230, 1462 
3250 

V
16 

" 

" 

NH4 Cl04 
Rhomb. , 1 2 . 93 0.1-0.2 3206 3290 1425 68, 96, 99-102 

· h 
3.08 

+The same temperature shift as that of NH
4

Cl was assumed. 

. ' 

.I 

" , 

, 

• \ 

" 

'. 
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CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Generalized phase diagr'am for NH4 C1, NH4BJ; and NH4I. ' In this 

represen~ation, ' ~hiee separate ph~se :diagrams have been placed 

side by side. Each phase diagram starts on the left side at 

atmosphe'ric pressure. The high t'empera ture phase I has NaC1-like 

structure, ,,,hi1e the remaining phases consis~ of CsCl-1ike 

arrangement or nitrogen and halogen a toms -. The "disordered" phase 

of NH
4

Cl "II" Has relabeled ,as NH
4

Cl V ,in ref~rence 7 for reasons 

cited herein. At 1 atm and 300 K, both NH
4

C1 V and NH
4

Br II 

- ,are'lldisordered" whereas both halides have ordered structure v1ith 

, ,' + 1 
parallel arrangement of the NH4 ion (T

d
) in phase IV. NH

4
Cl V 

transforms into the higher ~empC'.r a ture phase II at approximately 

10 
75°C at 1 atm. The relative position for II-V phase boundary 

J in l\Tl1.
4

Cl is indicated by the dotted line ( •.• ). NH
4
Br III has a 

tetragonal structure 
,/ (' 

',/ / 

- 7 
Hith D4h space group. The pres ent work reports 

, '-
changes accompanying isothermal compression in NH

4
Cl '(phase V and IV) 

and NH
4
Br (phase ,II, and ,V) at 296 K. 

" 
. ' .' 

Fig. 2. ' High fr~quency po1ariza.tion spectra for IIdisordered" ' NH Cl V , 4 

(upper t,-lO ' figures) and NH
4

Br, IT· (.loHer ttvo figures) are shmvn in 

two scatteting geometries. , The direction of incident and scattered 

' l{ght are given outside the parentheses while the corres~onding 

polarization are placed inside. The asterisks indicate the spillover 

from peaks active in other scattering geometry. 

.. Fig. 3. -1 + Shift of the internal mode frequencies (cm ) of the NH ion in 
l~ 

and NlIL~C1 with increasing pressure at 296 K. 

-.,..' 

..-" 

, --
-- ,--- - - -

-

.. 
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Fig. 4. Shift of the librational frLq~en~Y ' ~c~~l) ' of NH
4

Cl with increasing ' 

pressure at 296 K. The value~ obtained from one-phonon spectra are 

indicated by the light circles (0) while those obtained fiom two-

phonon spectra are ' shO\m by the dark circles ( 0 ). ' The "order-disorder" 

phase transition occurs at 9-10 kbar. 

Fig. 5. Shift of the internal,mode frequencies of the NH.t ion in NH4Cl 

Bnd ' NH
4

Br ~ith ' change in nitrogen-~alogen distance, d
N

- X' at 296 K. 

Fig. 6. 

For the synmlctr ic, hydrogen- stre tching mode, VI' , only the \vavenumber 

observed at I bar is indic-ate.d. 

-1 
Variation of the librational frequency (cm ) of NH

4
Cl 'and NH

4
Br wi~h 

l attice constant a o ' In NR4Cl, values from both one-phonon (light 

circle s, 0) and t\w-phonon (dark circles, ~) spectra are shovffi, 

'''hile those in NH
4

Br were all obtained from tHo-phonon excitation process . 

. 
Fig. 7. Pressure induced frequency variation of the combination bands in 

NH
4

Cl and NH
4

Br at 296 K. Curves designated as A, Band C represent 

combination bands: V2+ V6 , V4+ V6 and V4- V6 respectively. 

Fig. ' 8. / / Peaks centered around V3 (3150 cm- l at 1 atm) in NH
4

Cl are 

shown at 5.9 and 22.7 kbar pressure for unpolarized light. Polarization 

studies at atmospheric pressure show the presence of five peaks with 

a an~ one with a (VI) polarizati6n. These peaks could not be xz xx 

resolved in the high pressure spectra. ' 

Fig. 9. Effect of isothermal (296 K) .and isobaric (1 atm) "disorder-order" 

phase transition on the relative Raman intensity of V
4

(TO) and v
4

(LO) 

component in NH
4

Cl. 
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